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Penacook-Boscawen Water Precinct
How-To Calculate Your Bill
Your meter readings are captured to reflect usage increments of 10 cubic feet. This information is displayed on
the top of your bill to the right of the Meter Number field. The data on your bill reflects the meter’s previous
reading and read date, the current meter reading and read date, as well as the Total consumption usage reflected
in 10 cubic feet.
The consumption usage during the reading period is billed in 100 cubic feet. Therefore, the total consumption
used will need to be converted from 10 cubic feet to 100 cubic feet (CCF). To convert the usage from 10 cubic
feet to 100 cubic feet, you will need to take your total consumption and multiply that by 0.1 and round to the
nearest whole number. The Quarterly Base Rate includes 3 CCF of water, therefore subtract 3 from the total
usage calculated in CCF. This adjusted total is the multiplied by the rate per CCF of $5.92.
For example (using the sample below):
Consumption Usage in 10 Cubic Feet – 623 units
1. Convert to 100 Cubic Feet (CCF) = 623 X .1 = 62.3 CCF
2. Round to nearest whole number = 62 CCF
3. Subtract 3 CCF (included in Base Fee) = 62 - 3 = 59 CCF
4. Multiple by current rate of $5.92 per CCF = 59 x $5.92 = $349.28

Total Usage $ = $349.28 plus base rate of $32.00 = Total Bill amount of $381.28

The picture above represents the 2 basic charges you will see on your bill each quarter. Other line items that
make up the total amount of your bill would include any service fees that might be assessed if you have had any
service requests throughout the quarter. These rates can be found on www.boscawenwater.com under the Fees
& Regulations section. Interest may also be included if prior balances were not made prior to the posted due
date.
If you have any questions, please contact Pennichuck Customer Service at 800-553-5191.

